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October 9, 1985

MURRAY R. EDELMAN PY-CEI/NRR-0345 L
VICE PRESIDENT
NUCLEAR

Mr. B. J. Youngblood, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulctory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-440; 50-441
Response tc Containment Systems
Branch Comments on Perry
Technical Specifications

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

This letter provides information requested on two subjects by your staf f during
the Proof and Review of the Perry Technical Specifications.

Containment penetration P408 (Technical Specification Table 3.6.4-1) has valves
which are water tested and valves which are air tested. All valves which are
to be water tested are at elevations below the suppression pool and are capable
of maintaining a water seal for at least 30 days following a LOCA, as discussed
in our letter dated July 18, 1985 (PY-CEi/NRR-0259L) .

The Perry Technical Specifications Surveillance 4.6.2.3.b does not include a
drywell airlock initial pressure test to 21.8 psig for the following reasons.
This surveillance is not a Regulatory requirement and is not contained in the
GE BWR Standard Technical Specifications. The drywell airlock has no pro-
visions for strongbacks, so pressurizing the airlock barrel to 21.8 psig would
create a personnel hazard. The doors on the airlock both open away from the
barrel, so pressurizing the barrel to high pressure would not accurately
simulate accident conditions on the inner door and would subject it to stresses
in the opposite direction to which it was designed. High drywell pressure
would better seat the inner door to the barrel. With respect to pressurizing

the drywell airlock barrel through penetrations other than the airlock door,
all penetrations from the drywell to the airlock barrel were tested at a
pressure of 34.50 psig for a duration of 10 minutes with no leaks detected.

We hope this information is responsive to staff concerns. If you have any

questions, please feel free to call.

Very truly yours,
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Vice President
Nuclear Group
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